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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this paper is to provoke a discussion

so as to facilitate an examination of the socio¬

economic and political factors which shape and

circumscribe the development of institutions. The

interdependence of economic and political viability

as an important determinant of the socio-economic

trends and policies in Southern Africa is discussed
*

through the formation of the Southern African Customs

Union. By way of assertions the short-and-long-term

objectives and consequences are inferred.

HISTORY OF TH5 SOUTHERN AFRICAN CUSTOMS UNION.

The present economic integration of Southern

Africa comprising Botswana, Lesotho, the Republic of

South Africa and Swaziland is based on the 1969

Southern African Customs Union Agreement (SACUA)

signed by the four governments on December, 11, 1969o

The 1969 Customs Union Agreement replaced the sixty-

year old skeletal model of a free trade area known

as the Customs Agreement of 1910 embracing South

Africa and the then British Protectorates of

Basotoland, Bechuanaland and Swaziland. The

inadequacy of xhe 1910 Customs Agreement to cater

for the needs of the newly independent states and

the fact that the power to determine a common external

tariff was vested in the hands of the South African

authorities led to negotiations for a new agreement.

The negotiations were prolonged by the unwillingness

of South Africa to revise the old and archaic agreement.



However, the continued expression of dissatisfaction

..with the 1910 framework of economic arrangement by BLS

forced South Africa to compromiseo The arguments

advanced by Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland (BLS) for

re-negotiating a new'agreement were that under the 1910
Customs Agreement, all customs, excise and sales duties
that were collected*in the customs area, were paid into

a common revenue pool administered by South Africa-;

the I9IO arrangement did not. provide for consultation

on policy matters among the participating countries;.
it gave South Africa the green light to determine

* .

policies .relating to foreign exchange, exchange rates
and monetary matters,, It is said that up to 1969, the
South African Government returned annually a fixed share

of revenue of 1.31 percent to its three partners. The

allocation of this percentage of the total pool revenue
t

to BLS countries was based on trade Statistics for the

period 1906 - 1908,.1
' .Í&' • ' '• •

THEORY OF CUSTOMS UNI QHS

The conventional customs union theory as developed
2 1 4.

by Jacob Viner, J. Meade, Richard Lipsey, 1
5

Raymond lvlikesell and others laid emphasis on the
welfare of the participating members of a' customs,

Improvements in welfare were regarded as the result of
trade creation among members. The creation of trade

between members of a customs union results from the

fact that a common external tariff wall is Imposed on

imports from non-members i.e. this external tariff
diverts trade from the rest of the world.



The assumption is that members agree to impose a high

enough tariff to make products of the rest of the world

relatively more expensive compared with those of members.

In terms of this theory trade creation is the replacement

of higher cost domestic- production by lower cost sources

of supply' within "the new union, Free trade takes

place within the union on the basis of the theory of

comparative advantage-, The imposition of a tariff

also implies that import's from outside the union are

relatively cheaper than domestically produced goods0

Prospective members to a customs union, it is assumed,

study the situation before joining It to determine what

benefits and costs are to be derived and incurred.

The would-be members hope to derive benefits and the

economic gains take a variety of forms1, On the basis

of the theory some of the gains are the realized

increases in domestic production ci commodities in

which each member has a comparative advantage and can

probably also exploit scale economies. Inefficient

methods of production, within the union are phased out

due ko competi ti onu The theory gees on further to
my*

infer that structural changes whi.cn affect the i

quality and quantity of factor inputs such as labour

and capital and take advantage .of improvements in the

rate cf technological progress and.enterprise will be
r

induced by product market integration

In this paper we,shall assume that.all the members

of the Southern African Customs Union (SACU) were

induced.to sign the 1969 agreement by prospective

economic gains as .outlined above. This assumption
is however, unsatisfactory in the sense that it is net

only the economic gains that are importent for
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economic matrimony, .to exist but also of greater1- :

importance are historical..and geopolitical ties. The

r% historical ties and economic characteristics of the

members of SACU have been dêscrioed in some detail by
7 ft

Robson and Ettinger .

IV. THE 1969 AGREEMENT AND FACTORS CONDUCIVE TO MEMBERS

The new agreement (1969) has provisions that were

not in the 1910 agreement. It explicitly states that

there shall be consultation on the imposition and

amendments of customs duties. To the extent that there

•/... was a written statement to the effect that the South

African government would not arbitrarily impose, alter

or amend the tariff schedule without prior consultation,

the BLS countries felt they would gain by being able to

have some control over an important instrument of economic

policy. The new agreement provided for che imposition

of additional duties for the protection of Botswana,
'V

. . • • (

Lesotho and Swaziland. The additional duties covered

by article 6 or the agreement were intended to protect

infant industries in BLS against competition from
r. ._ _ : ... ; 1 . y g-'.' ■

South African producers and manufacturers. There was

also to be duty free interchange, without quantitative

control, of-domestic products. This was of great

interest to all partners. The agreement also provided

for the free interchange of duty area and the paying

of uniform customs, excise and sales duties. BLS
. •. '. ! . C ' , " * v

countries are allowed to maintain or increase external

tariffs necessary for the protection of industries in
-

, : •" •. '[ L .1.1 J .O

BLS from outside the Union.
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Article 12 is concerned with regulating the marketing of

agricultural products and stipulates that BLS products

should be marketed through the relevant South African

Marketing Boards as an integral part of South African

System for Control of Agricultural production. This was

a great incentive to BLS since South African farmers

are subsidized by the government and the BLS agricultural

producers are assured of a ready market»

The new agreement is a great improvement for the

BLS countries in so far as customs and sales revenue is

concerned. The redistribution of the common revenue

poo; is now determined by the countries' actual annual

share of imports, and production and consumption of

excisable and dutiable goods. The pro rata share of

the BLS countries is multiplied by a factor 1.42, which

is.-;intended to represent compensation by South Africa to

its three partners for certain disadvantages of belonging
to a customs union with a more developed partner.

These disadvantages will discussed in more detail in a

subsequent section.

In considering the incentives for signing the new

agreement and the benefits to be derived by BLS from

SACU, any improvements on the 1910 agreement were an

important factor.

Landell-Mills assumes that:

"— the BLS governments were concerned with

obtaining an agreement which, in particular,
would provide for

(i) unrestricted entry of BLS goods into the

South African market;
j •' .r '-'i

(ii) an equitable flow of revenue as between

partners;



(iii) infant-industry protection;

(iv) freedom of transit through South Africa on

non-discriminât pry terms, for goods
■f:?V -•*

imported into and exported by BLS countries;

(v) consultations concerning the structure

of customs,-. excise and sales duties,

tariffs and other matters of interest.""'"^
Landell-Mi11.goes on to indicate what may induced the

South African government to paticipate in the negotiations

and eventually sign the 1969 Customs Union Agreement:
" Presumably the South African Republic wished to

secure:

(i) : Privileged access to the small but rapid..
':*• ' ' * "™ *

growing markets of BLS countries;
"•y • *

(ii) The protection of established South African

industries in BLS from an unfair competition

from new industries in BLS;

(iii) The continued and increasing integration of

the economies of BLS into that of South

Africa thereby providing a long-term economic

constraint on the political actions in BLS

in so far as these might adversely affect

the South African interests;

(iv) The distribution of customs, excise and sales

tax revenue in proportions which could be

justifiable publicly by reference to the

relative levels of trade between the customs

union partners and with the outside world;

and ' I-' '

(v) freedom to determine the level and structure

of customs, excise and sales duties and the

import controls applicable in the whole customs

,,11union area."



'Though articles 2 and 3 of the- new' agreement

are to provide fer'free access of BLS"manufactured goods

to the South African market, they have not been able to

take advantage of these articles. The BLS countries

have not made any significant progress in specializing

in the production of manufactures for export to the

Republic. Instead exports of BLS to the Republic are

in the form of unprocessed foodstuffs and tobacco,

raw or crude materials, minerals, live animals, meat

and meat products and mohair„

TRADE- BIT WEI r THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN CUSTOMS UNION-

"

.-.ND THE REST OF THE 10RLD '

Statistical figures extracted from the yearbook

of International Trade Statistics 1970-71 and 1972-73

indicate that the Union has dons very well in the sense

that it has, from I960 to 1973/74, consistently realized
h'-!

a balance of payments surplus until 1969 and in three
"WS ^

ouc of the four years 1970/71'to 1973/74 the deficit

was never more than 232 million rands. Given the

economic structures of the countries participating in

the economic union one gets the impression that the

external tariff and the quantitative restrictions are

very effective. It has been pointed out by Robson
12and others that South Africa has industrialized

, . . .

^ ; ... ;■ • '.v

behind high tariff walls and high protective quotas.

Thé total value of exports includes gold which is

produced only in the Republic of South Africa. A

comparison of table 7 with tables 2 and 3 which

pertain to the balance of trade for Botswana and Lesotho
'

. * . ' * ■ ■ .... * . ... - • ■; - -T

clearly shows that while the Customs area was
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experiencing a favourable balance of payments, the other

two members had chronic balance of payments problems.

Some of the imports of Botswana and Lesotho originate
1 &

in the Republic because of the advantages she has

over, her poor partners. In the case of Swaziland

where data are available, in crude form, (tables

4 and 5), it is evident that she has not increased her

exports to South Africa as a result of the new agreement.

Her exports to the United Kingdom have been greater than

those destined for the Republic with the exception of

1973 when her exports to the Republic were valued at

R18 million as compared to R17 million to the United

Kingdom. Since the signing of the 1969 Customs Union

Agreement exports to countries other than the United

Kingdom have been three times those to South Africa.

Another important feature is the fact that a large

"percentage of Swaziland exports comprise raw materials

and minerals extracted by South African based companies

and foreign enterprises. Mineral and raw material
; ■ ' ' ... ' . -! I . i - : •

exports of Swaziland accounted for 61 per cent in 1968,

54 per cent in 1969, 60 per cent in 1970 and 1971

and 50 per cent in 1972 and 1973» There are no data

on exports of manufactured commodities either to the

Republic of South Africa or to the United Kingdom

and other countries. The absence of data on exports

of manufactured goods implies the absence of a

manufacturing sector in Swaziland and in the other

two members of the Union.



Swaziland, unlike the other two small partners

has data on the origin of her imports - table 5. She
. > . •. .

differs from Botswana and Lesotho in that she has had

a balance of payments surplus, if the figures are

taken on their face value as accurate» On the basis

of table 5, there is evidence that South African has

carved itself a market in Swaziland. More than 95 per

cent of Swaziland's imports come from the Republic of

South Africa, this when compared to less than 15 per

cent exports of Swaziland which are destined - the

South African markets shows that it is South Africa

that has gained most from the formation of a Customs

Union. Trade has been created in the sense that

South African commodities (manufactured, semi—manufactured

and'other goods) have a monopoly of the markets in the

BL3 countries because of the external common tariff.

A large percentage of the imports of BLS countries

from outside the'customs area are those that are

not produced within South Africat

Theoretically, the BLS countries have, through
F . , ■ ■ ;

the formation of a customs union, a large market.

Howeve?c, to take advantage of the increased size of

a union market, producers in all members of a customs

union must e able to exploit economies of large-scale
production. This is not the case with the BLS

countries. Technologically South Africa is a more

advanced country with well developed development
institutions that make it impossible for industrial

and manufacturing concerns in the BLS countries to

compete with those of South Africa.
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It is almost impossible for manufactured goods

'produced in the BLS countries to compete in the

Soutii. African markets. Even in the BLS home markets

competition is still out of question - this fact

accounts for the provision in the agreement which

allows for protection of the BLS home markets from

'South African competition. But there is no evidence

as yet that the BLS countries have been able to protect

their "infant industries" .which they have the right

to. Even if they protected their "infant industries",
it is questionable whether these industries could

grow up and achieve all the economies of scale to

compete with South African. Whatever industries are

established in BLS, they are most likely to be higher-

cost producers than those of South Africa which have

the advantage of external economies. In addition

to benefits of creating trade among members of a

customs un. on, the theory of customs union refers
'V f /v

to the improvement of; the welfare of members of the
•ppt -,v

unions. In the case of the BLS countries it is
•V."

questionable whether their welfare has improved due

to the customs union, In essence the formation of

a union and the resultant imposition of an external

tariff is an increase in the price of the commodity

that is being imported. The imposition of customs

duties raises prices in the domestic market. This

has the effect of reducing the consumer surplus

which may be offset by government revenue collected

from imported goods. The benefits that are of a

dynamic nature are in the form of increased domestic

production.
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Domestic production, due to tariff imposition implies

that in tie long .run a country's industries will be

will be established; employment opportunities will be

created;' the balance of payments will be favourably

affected; development will have taken place; income

distributions will have to take place as the new

protected industries produce to meet effective demand

as expressed by the volume of imports, The Southern

African Customs Union has given all these advantages

to the Republic of South Africa.,"^
One of the main reasons for entering a customs

union is the expectation to increase exports to the

partners, but in the case of BLS countries gains on

exports were only of secondary importance, While

South African is gaining from increased exports to her

partners it was concerned with political factors and

the BLS countries were more concerned aoout budget

revenue and this is cited as the primary reason, The

new agreement increased BLS customs and excise revenue

by more than anticipated and this has been increasing

over the years as indicated in table 1.

TABLE I

CUSTOMS EXCISE AND SALES DUTY REVENUE DUE TO BLS

19 67/68-1ST 5/7 6 (in R'000, 000)

Year BOTSWANA LESOTHO SWAZILAND BLS

1967/63 1.551 1.834 2.260 5.645

1968/69 1.612 1.950 4.450 6.012

1969/70 4.847 5.000 7.082 16.929

1970/71 4.585 6o 317 6.700 17.602

1971/72 8.287 5.932 8.488 22.707

1972/73 12.469 6.717

197.3/74 20.941 14.627 13.309 48.877
1974/75 18.670

1375/76 18.050
Estimates
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li,LIE 2.

EXPORTS AND IMPORTS OF BOTSWANA (196Q - 1973/73

(.RÎ.Q.Q0.).. 'i

Tsar Exports Imports

i960 ;5,357 6,568
k- •

1961 6, 301 5,773

1962 6, 659 7,700

1.963 8,068 8,272
*

19.64 8,444 7,329

1965 11,338 16,591

1966 10,772 18,824

1967
: 9,213 22, 369

1969 7,491 23,230

. 1969/70 13,060 34,333

1970/71 20.000 44,800

1971/72 31,000 60, 800

1972/73 41,000 96,900

1973/74 64,500 99,000

Source:

Statistical Abstract 1974, Ministry of Finance and Development

Planning, Republic of Botswana.

* provisional figure.
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.

TABLE ,3

.m.......-.-.-.-i..-.

EXPORTS AND--IMPORTS OF LESOTHO 1960-197 3

Exports (R'OOO) " Imports (R'QOO)

1960 na nu

1961

1962 " "

1963 » »

1964 " "

1965 " "

1966 4,387 22,917

1967 4,168 23,800

1968 4,188 23,938

1969 4,891 23,907

1970 4,237 22,876

1971 3,014 27,997

1972 6,093 42,972

1973 8,770 60,479

Source: Annual Statistical Bulletin, The Bureau of

Statistics, Maseru, Lesotho, 1967 - 1973.

n.a = data not available.
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table 4

*

. .'7

EXPORTS OF SWAZILAND I960 - 1971
/■" ■

í bar tot.' r des pina Tròír OF WHICH

(R' 000) (R'OOO) .A.;.'.. :

minerals
accounted

for

raw materials
accounted ..

u.k. RSA OTHER for

i960 12,050 3,892 3,458 4,700 5,645 980,,.
1961 12,670 5,112 6,720 838 5,14 5 93.4 ..

L962 15,230 5,016 8,997 1217 5, C7:6 1773
L963 22,111 7,987 9,532 4592 7 5,;934 6186

,

L964 22,691 6,626 8,148 7916 i 5,613 6424
,

$65 30,762 10,714 10,5128 14848 13,338 6862
Lgèô 38,385 15,156 7,553 5,911 13,,566 13738 , . r;
1967 40,232 13,838 6,322 20,(76 15,,9 39 10140
L968 39,347. 11,518 .6,466 21,363 15,163 8647 , ■ i;
1969 .44,518 13,415 6,914 24,188 16,939 10463
L970 50,365 12,631 10,658 27,076 16,504 13419
1971 55,062 13,199 .. 9,848 32,014 ; 18,275 15036
1972 61,761 14,616 10,038 37,108 14,117 17031
1973 72,825 17,19418672 36,960 14,930 24329

Source: Annual Statistical Bulletins 1966 - 1973 , Central
Statistical Office, Mbabane Swaziland.
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TABLE 5

IMPORTS OF SWAZILAND 1965 - 1973

Total imports

(R'000)

; Froni RSA From Rest of the World

1965 26,109 na- ».

—4

na ' * •

1966 24,234 na . na Li.»': - ; ■ i

196? 35,027 ' na •
1 : V na ' î : ' ' 1

1968, 34,104 ■ 31,107 2997

1969 37,355 '35,041 2315

197 0 42,749 39,342 3407 * ;T <
1971 47,824 ' . 43,453

•

T 4371 ;;;J- • '
1972 53,309-.. 49,905 ï 3904 <'■■■"

5-973 68,152 62,886 5266 ' •

Source; Annual Statistical Bulletins 1966 - 197:3»
Central Statistical Officoj Mbabane, Swaziland.
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5805

5572

233

4385
4202

183

915

641

274

7326

6859

467

6713

4589
2124

.0952

.0415

537

6246

5306
940

6983
286

8827

8605

222
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"TABLE 6

.VALU-Ë- OF- IMPORTS" OP"SWAZT£AMB BY GOlêlODÍ TY AND
(R'QOO) .

C

3752

1320

361

1998

2751

7924

2143

1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 I972!

3576 4146 5042 .4790 .4605 4737

4004 5019 4628 4343 4655

142 23 163 262 82

1376 1578 1806 2422 2544 2652

■ —

1566 1764 2257 2536 2593

12 42 165 8 59

161 382 678 5-14 > 625 543

232 624 4.96 622 503

150 54 23 3 40

2238
V . ✓ ..

2945 3063 351-9 3892 4348

2608 2743 3185 3547 3873

337 321 334 345 475

288Í 3132 3185 3631 4337 5933

2797 2952 3081 3560 4583

336 232 550 777 1350

3300 7140 8268 7494 7942 9363

6662 7889 7027 7432 9107

478 379 467 510 256

6388 10046 9208 11178 13620 L3812

•' - 8650 8144 9710 11619 12863*

1396 1063
' 1468 2001 949

2416 3965 4752 4973 5386 7264

123 108 171 202 494

770 1354 4227 4872 4657

746 1262 4151 4609 4458

24 92 76 263 199
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EXP OKI'S AllD IMPORTS OF SOUTH AFRICAN CUSTOMS UNIONXU-V-i. VUAM

(Value in million
< ' S ; -

'»• • '• . :

Rands)

. - . - / V
Exports Imports

I960 i- 1416,4 11:1100

1961 1523.6 .1 '
. i :

1007.6

19,62
■

1586.1 1013.20

1963 ; 1685.6 1212.80 ;

1964 1772.0 1540.00

1965

■ * ' ï .

1825.6 1756.50

1966 1982.5 1645.60

1967 2027.1 1919.40

1968 2277.1:
!

1880.30.

1969 2313.2:
• • '<

. •
. • I, : •

2134.80.

1970/71 2316.0 i 2547.30
ï :

1971/72 23O7.3; 2880.30

1972/73 2746.4 2819.60

1973/74
' i

3118.0 r,. 3284.40:

Sourc'e: .'Yearbook of International Trade Statistics 1970 -1971
1972 - 1973 and 1973 - 1974.

; f

î
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DHE SOUTHERN. AFRICAN CURRENCY ARRANGEMENTS

The history of the South African rand as a

currency in the BLS countries dates as far back as in

1895, when in the case of Botswana then Bechuanaland

was declared a British Protectorate and the Cape

Colony Government by Proclamation No. 5 of 1895

proclaimed as legal tender in Bechuanáland notes and

coins in circulation in the neighbouring Southern

African Republics and British Colonies. After the

attainment of independence, Botswana, Lesotho and

Swaziland continued to use the South African currency

as their own currency. Despite the fact that there

had never been a formal international monetary

agreement between the BLS countries and the Republic

of South Africa, until 1974 the BLS countries have

referred to loosely as comprising the Rand Monetary

area^"'^ whereby the authorities in the BLS Countries

have, for all practical purposes, complied with the

... exchange control .policies and restrictions in for.ce

in South Africa.

The situation in Southern Africa goes beyond an

integrated coii:• on market in that these countries have

•loosely' coordinated their monetary and fiscal policies,

harmonized their tax systems, eliminated disparities

in their regulations of business and commerce and

their economic legal systems, and taken all of those

other steps which in the end mean effectively a
•' "

v • r

merger of the several nations into one. What is

disturbing about the economic and monetar\r integration

in Southern Africa i3 xhat, by and large, the South

African Government in the past decided the major

issues affecting the BLS countries,



ï":ii3 situation changed recently. Swaziland issued its

own currency which, was to circulate within Swaziland

only being backed 100 per cent by special deposits of
the rand in the South African Reserve Bank in Pretoria.

Negotiations on formalizing the rand as legal currency

in the BBS countries had been going at the' time

Swaziland decided to issue its own currency. It is

important "to note that the rand is still legal tender
in Swaziland. Also' during 1974, Botswana pointed out

that it was dissatisfied with the slow pace of

negotiations between the BLS and South Africa on the

question'o'f monetary control. It then announced that
it would establish its own Central Bank (Bank of

Botswana), to issue its own currency and control its
own foreign exchange reserves. These events did, to

i. . . ... •

some extent, facilitate the formalization of a

monetary agreement between Lesotho, Swaziland and

the Republic of South Africa in December of 1974.

M0N5TARY AGREEMhfa BETWEEN THB GOVERNMENT OF LESOTHO,
lb

SOUTH AFRICA AND SWAZILAND OP 1974 .

•Sf
Article 1 of the agreement is mainly concerned

vvith the definitions and explanations of exchange

control provisions, financial institutions, foreign

exchange assets, rand currency, rand monetary area etc.

Article 2 is very specific in that :,no currency other
f

than the Rand currency shall be legal tender in the

Rand Monetary Area (Lesotho, South Africa and

Swaziland) but permits the Governments of Lesotho and

Swaziland to issue currency in the form of national

notes and coins, and commemorative coins in national

amounts, but such currency will constitute lega.l •„.«

currency only its respective area, ;
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Effectively the currency of Lesotho cannot be legal
tender in either Swaziland or South Africa.

Article 3 concerns the transferof funds within

the Rand Monetary Area and prohibits the application
of any restrictions on the transfer of funds
whether for current or for capital transactions.

This article has serious implications for Lesotho

and Swaziland. Investment opportunities are not
proportionately distributed so that South Africa
Stands to gain from the provisions of this article.

p
Savings that are mobilized by commercial banks and
other financial institutions in Lesotho and Swaziland
are likely to a large extent to be transferred to
the Republic of South Africa where there are more
investment opportunities. Article 4 deals vaguely
with "Access to the South African Capital and Money

Markets and Related Matters" of the Governments of
Lesotho and Swaziland, corporations and statutory
bodies. It also refers to bilateral arrangement of
South Africa for the purpose of gsing the South
African Reserve Bank as the lender of last resort.
The implications of this typé of an arrangement, is
that the South. African government is in actual fact
the lenuer of the last resort. This has obvious

political objections.

Gold and foreign exchange transactions are the

subject of article 5 where the Governments of Lesotho
and Swaziland may exercise their authority in respect
of gold and foreign exchange transactions provided
they observe policies adopted from time to time for
the management of gold reserves and foreign exchange
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I ï' is interesting to note that the management of gold

reserves and foreign exchange reserves for the whole

Rand Monetary Área is the responsibility of the South

Africar! Reserve Bank in Pretoria.

Compensatory payments to Lesotho and Swaziland

are covered by article 6 of the agreement. The

payments are supposed to represent a return on the
•*% '' ' ít ■

Rand currency in circulation in Lesotho and Swaziland.

Payment of this compensation is subject to Lesotho and

Swaziland not introducing their own exclusive national

currencies. Article 7 refers to the collection and
. * ' •' ' • .• : ......

exchange of monetary statistics and article 8 refers

to consultations and the Rand Monetary Area Commission.

This has not been observed by South Africa. In

September 1975 when the rand was devalued Lesotho and

Swaziland were not consulted. They were, however,

informed by telex a few-hours before the announcement
of devaluation. Articles 9, 10 and 11 deal with

settlement of disputes; entry into force, accession,

termination and withdrawal; and notices and requests

respective iy.



VIII. IMPLICATIONS y? THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN CUSTOMS UNION

AGREEMENT OP 1969 BETWEEN BLS AND SOUTH AFRICA AND
'

THE 1974 MONETARY AGREEMENT BETWEEN LESOTHO, SOUTH

AFRICA AND SWAZILAND.

It can be observed from the above descriptions

of the customs union and monetary union agreements

that in actual fact an attempt to form a single

economy has been made. The immediate reaction
is to determine who will be in control and what the

short-and long-run consequences of the success or

failure of such a union will be. Unfortunately on

the basis of the available information the answer

to such questions are not easy to come by. However,
from an economic ^oint of view it can be said that

there are few advantages accruing to the BLS countries.
The following can be inferred from the rudimentary

* • ■ •" I: ■ ■; - 'Ai'vF
Statistics available:

(1) South African products dominate the markets of
three BLS countries

> (ii) The movement of capital in relation to regional
■■ V ' .Où' ■ •" ; ' . : •

development programmes to provide for meaningful
equitable geographical distribution of economic
activities is provided for neither in the customs

union nor in the monetary union.

(iii) By and large, traditional primary exports of
developing countries are not áffected significantly
by the creation of a customs union or á monetary
uni on.

(iv) Rand currency in circulation in the BLS
■

;.p. .v... ... i " .. .... ...

countries is equivalent to interest-free loans
to the South African Reserve Bank. The

compensatory payment is intended to offset
this loss.



.( v)..„. The South African Se serve-Bank e ont rois foreign

exchange reserves; - exchange rates and -changes
the par values as and when- the- South African

economy dictates.

(vi) There are no adequate fiscal means of

redistributing income towards the less developed

regions of the union e.g. to BLS countries

particularly for the: establishment of manufacturing
concerns and for industrial development generally.

(vii) The South African tariffs are not determined by
tne need for government revenue but by the rate

of required industrial development and degree of

;rself-sufficiency because of the threat of economic-

social and political,,isolati on eminating from

:-, its policy of apartheid.

(viii) As long as the BLS countries use the Rand as

their national currency, it is not easy for the

South African Reserve Bank to promote the

development of domestic financial institutions

and markets conducive to providing domestic

outlets for savings ana to influence and

ultimately control.domestic credit conditions

and interest rates with a view to.satisfying
domestic businesses in BLS countries

(ix) The South African Reserve Bank cannot act

effectively as banker to the governments of

BLS countries, nor can it act as fiscal agent
or as a principal monetary adviser to the BLS

- governments or even assist these governments in

managing and servicing their external and

.internal debtss.
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ECONOMIC t-."'ID POLITICAL ASPECTS OF THE SOUTHERN AFRICAN

CUSTOMS AND MONETARY UNIONS.

Economists have successfully been able, through

rationalization, to make most of us believe that the

end. purpose of customs unions or monetary unions or-

for that matter complete economic integration, is

the efficient allocation of scarce resources among

competing ends within such a grouping. We are made to

believe that customs or monetary union analyses are

essentially means-ends comparisons; if a specific

action is taken, a particular result will probably
*

follow. The emphasis is always on economic gains or

losses. The analysis has its origin in the ancient

tribal custom embedded in economic theories - free

enterprise.. Th< role of modern states is completely
different from that which nurtured our ancestors.

To continua*,to ignore the political demands and

influences of governments in late th-e twentieth

century universe is tantamount to living by the

incarnations of the forgotten past. The formation

of a union is, it is contended* very much influenced

by economic, political, social, geographical and cultural
considerations. Each intending member seeks to obtain

gains in the form of any of thse aspects.

In Southern Africa, as elsewhere these aspects

of human life are carefully considered. In addition

to benefitting economically South Africa, being a

more economically advanced country as compared to

the BLS countries, has sought to maximize other

advantages.



It is asserted in this paper that political ambitions

and continued domination of Southern -africa by the

Republic of South Africa were of more significance

than the economic gains. Through the union South

African could speak to Black Africa by her seemingly

good gesture of helping and working harmoniously .-with
1 f)

the three Black ruled States. South Africa's
Cv *

economic link with the BLS countries is a powerful

weapon to ward off any attack because of its being a

fly in the ointment in Africa. The fact that she has

very close ties with her closest neighbours indicates

she thinks that those who attack-her policies from a

far are misinformed» Because of her strong and sound

economic base the BLS countries have been taken into

: the economic embrace of South Africa. It is for these

reasons that South Africa attaches great importance to

her relationship with the BLS countries. If these

cçuntries became hostile to South Africa, they might

provide bases for freedom fighters to dislodge the

present regime., However, much the BLS countries may

want to help freedom fighters from South.Africa, they

are completely handicapped- economically. The

economic integration, the geographical situation and

complete dependence ,on South Africa, is therefore,

being utilized by South Afriqa for its political ends.

As is known to those with practical experience in

Southern Africa, there are .difficulties in fitting
the individual country building blocks into the

macroeconomic framework (in this context, the customs

union where ethnicity is the order of the day rather

than the exception). The sequential planning and

artificial reconciliation of these countries,
interests are not easy to analyse let alone



It is at this juncture that economists opt for economic

reasons as justification for countries that are

ideologically and politically polos apart agreeing

formally to be partners. The Republic of South

Africa by ensuring herself a position of economic

dominance over the BLS countries hopes to and does

use this superiority if and when the BLS countries

attempt to follow policies that are contrary to her

interests.

The customs union with its high tariffs has
• '•

enabled South Africa to create for her industries a

protected market for manufactured and semi-manufactured

goods. It has also benefitted from the availability

of cheap labour migrating from the BLS countries.
•»

The employment of cheap labour from the BLS countries

has been cited as a benefit that the other partners

derive, A benefit-ccst analysis if carried out may

indicate that it is, after all, South Africa that has
■

.1 -v.. ' ' : ' :j " v : ■ '"•'••• • •

benefitted more than the BLS countries. The fact that

citizens of BLS countries find jobs in the mines of
- 0%,, •' - • : ' -

South Africa and that they work under conditions
' "• •; 'J ■»' " ■*

completely different from their countries has

serious sociological and psychological implications.

On their return to BLS countries these miners do not

fit into the economies of their countries. Thus

making them more dependent on South Africa's

employment opportunities-
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These miners do bring or send revenue to their

countries but it would be. more advantageous if this

money were spent on commodities produced in the 3LS

countries., The money earned and transmitted home by

miners is spent largely on South.African, consumer

goods whereas it would be most beneficial if it. went

1 f>
into investments within the BLS countries ,

Friendly ties, particularly economic ties with

BIS c untries are of paramount importance to South

Africa. There are steps towards a broader Southern

African economic unity encompassing countries such as

Angola, Malagasy, Malawi, Mozambique, Zaire, Zambia

and Zimbabwe as well as 3LS countries which.South

Africa could dominate. South African aspirations

could be more than economic.

The economic dominance of South Africa over her

BLS partners is strengthened by the fact that she is

in complete control of communication services.

Transport facilities available to,her existing

partners are wholly South African owned. Bxports

and imports of goods from and to BLS countries depend

on South African railways and ports with the exception

of Botswana which has an outlet through Bhodesia.

Telephone services are also controlled, by South,

Africa. Thus we see that she has complete control

of the economies of her partners arid this control

makes it possible for her to carry out her political

will.
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SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS

Customs and Monetary Unions are man-made and the

provisions of the agreements are arrived at through hard

bargaining. The creation of these unions is carried

out at political levels but the consequences are

thought to be the result of free market conditions.

It has been pointed out that the BLS countries' rate

of development (industrialization in a loose sense) is

very low because of polarization effects and that this

situation if permitted to persist may lead to complete

political domination by South Africa0

It is very important to consider some form of

suitable action, h.owever unorthodox, as long as it brings

desired results, The results desired by the BLS countries

simply stated;include establishment of industries to

create employment opportunities, redistribute income,

improve the standards of living, Devlopment strategies

operating within the framework of a customs union have

not been fruitful.

It suggested that positive action by the BLS

governments operating within the customs and monetary

unions could be utilized for achieving some of the goals.

Indu s t rializa tion

Special arrangements such as a strong centralized

fiscal system can be given the authority for the allocation

of industries outside the metropolitan centres by means

of tax inducements, heavy expenditures for transportation,

power and other overhead facilities.
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The special arrangements must be embodied in the

articles of a customs union agreement. The poorer or

less '.eveloped members of the union would designate

which industries the customs union would have to

establish in their respective countreis. This

centralized system would in some sense concentrate on

the development of the less developed countries. In

national economies, governments decide at a national
level to set up industries where private entrepreneurs

are reluctant to go.

Special Investment Bank

Part of the problem is due to the lack of adequate

investment funds. If and when a customs union is formed

among unequal partners, the poor countries ought to
insist on the creation of say a Southern African

Customs Union Investment Bank whose purpose and

priority would be the provision of funds for development
programmes in the BLS countries. The articles of
agreement provided for the setting up of a Customs
Union Consultant Commission. It is also possible for

the agreement to provide for the establishment of an

Investment Bank. This can only be achieved at a

political level as the whole agreement is a political
outcome. Such an institution within the customs and

monetary area could be a viable mechanism for

distributing loan capital to the less developed members
of the union. In the long-run the BLS countries could

broaden their export base and reduce their dependence

on South African manufactured consumer goods.

Potential cost advantages in a number of industrial

and agricultural products have not been exploited
due to the lack of enterprise capital, transport and other

distribution facilities in the BLS countries.
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The proposal to chànge the pattern of economic

development at a political level would imply the

implementation of á planned economic union built around

certain key points such as'joint allocation and

development of medium and large-scale industries in

countries comprising the union? coordinated improvement

and linking of transport and communications facilities

including the sharing of these facilities; and creation

of a substantial and largely multi-lateral balanced
: ; i r . ,

trade patternvwithin the union; and coordination and

standardization in a number of other fields, with the

possibility of creating employment opportunities in
17

common service's. ' Amongst the chronic problems in the

3L3 countries' which may be a consequence of South Africa'

use of BLS countries as a labour pool is that the

agricultural potential of these countries has not been

developed. Their Cattle, tobacco'and sheep potential
remains unrealized. With the*development of ^Industries

using these resources, their economies could be

improved. " . ï.



To stress that the extent of commitment of the

political leadership of a country determines the pattern

of development seems a truism. This is particularly true

of contemporary Africa in which sociostructural, cultural,

political, attitudinal and' ethnic barriers to development

are not only strong but have the support of the economically

and militarily strong countries. Acceptaance of economic

theory in its totality and expecting laissez-faire to

propel the engine of economic development is a serious

offence*!*- -
. • i». ••

", •"

Thé ^"formation-of a customs union, it has been

pointed out, depends more on historical» political,

geographical and social factors than on purely economic

forces. Since the formation of a customs union is not

just the abolition of tariffs, import quotas and other
non-trade barriers it should entail- analysis of business

practices and their notivation and government policies.
It involves changes in economic policies of each member

of the urfion so that the policies are in line with those

of the union as a whole. -

The; problems of the BLS .countries ought to be dealt

with at governmental level before these countries are V

completely engulfed economically and politically.

It should be pointed out that many customs unions

of the past (and present) are the half-way house to
•W* .?

complete political integration e.g. the (E.E.C. - see

the Roma) . If S.A.C.U.A. is the half-way house

to complete integration this would possibly be the best

thing for BLS sincp.it opens up the real possibility of
.> .Vi.. • ; '

•*-'*• V

allocating very substantial funds to development of the

peripheny. But it can only be contemplated on the complete
• : \

labundonment by South Africa of apartheid and all its

related discriminatory practices.




